**DynaCAD Express**
Built upon the powerful components of DynaCAD and DynaCAD for Prostate, DynaCAD Express is the premier cost-effective solution for medical professionals entering into the breast and prostate MRI practice. DynaCAD Express introduces a streamlined set of features available in separate Analysis and Interventional packages while optimizing speed, performance and reliability.

**DynaCAD Express A - Analysis**
- Premier clinical solution for departments with workstation-only requirements
- Designed to deliver optimal speed, performance and reliability specifically for a single station environment
- Retains the auto creation of Subtraction, MIP, Reformatted and Color overlaid images
- Features real-time curve analysis, multi-vendor/modality viewing capabilities, standardized finding reports, and auto PACS archiving of images and reports
- Provides curve fit modeling of multiple parameters for kinetic analysis with prostate offering

**DynaCAD Express I - Intervention**
- Available as a separate, dedicated workstation
- Offers targeted MR breast and/or prostate interventional planning software
- Integrates all commercially available, vacuum-assisted breast biopsy systems
- Delivers a library of interventional instruments for site-specific, customized workflow
- Intuitive graphical representation of needles and interventional instruments simplifies workflow and improves confidence
Invivo continues to build solutions around your needs and now offers a continuum of products tailored to your imaging workflow and practice.

**Flexibility and Scalability**
In addition to greater confidence in their diagnostic abilities, clinicians benefit from the flexibility, scalability and cost-effective upgrade paths of the DynaCAD solutions. DynaCAD’s flexibility provides specialized tools for breast and prostate, as well as general processing and curve analysis for other applications. Whether the physician requires a single, standalone workstation or a broad enterprise system, Invivo Corporation offers best in class customer service and the most innovative solutions tailored to enhance the practice of radiologists.
**Integral Breast Workspace**
Create the ultimate breast system by augmenting your DynaCAD Enterprise SP or XP with the addition of Integral Breast Workspace. With Mammography, Ultrasound, MRI and DynaCAD components, Invivo offers a single workspot for multi-modality breast review. The Integral Breast addresses the need for integrated image and information management and takes it a step further by seamlessly interfacing advanced processing capabilities for Digital Mammography, Ultrasound and MR.

- Smooth, fast review of images, analysis and patient information across Mammography, Ultrasound and MR modalities
- Current/Prior image hangings and reports automatically displayed in the same workspot
- A single, integrated system that supports BI-RADS® reporting for all three modalities
- Consistent reporting to other disciplines across the hospital system
- Single Patient Worklist eliminates the need to re-select patients and run between systems
- Streamlined mammography viewing with automatic breast alignment
- Access to all patient data for Digital Mammography, Ultrasound and MR from a single worklist
- Advanced tools and full diagnostic resolution for the review of all three modalities
- Can accommodate up to three Integral Breast workspots for high volume institution

---

**DynaCAD Enterprise SP**
Featuring all components of the Express package and implementing Enterprise SP client server technology and advanced analysis tools, DynaCAD Enterprise SP is ideal for institutions that require up to five concurrent users within a department. Offered for enhanced visualization of general MR imaging with advanced tools specific for prostate and breast

- Customizable client access for a variety of remote review configurations
- Unlimited clients which include customer laptops, onsite and remote, and most PACS
- QuickClick Segmentation package included as standard with Breast offering
- Automatic registration of images
- Oblique image reformatting and thin MIP creation
- Interventional planning capabilities for breast and/or prostate
- Customizable hanging protocols, toolbars and study worklist for easy study management
- Built-in utility for creation of DynaCAD CDs with image viewer
- 3D Surface rendering tool for oncoplastic breast surgery consultation and pre-therapy planning with Breast offering
- Full BI-RADS® report tool with Breast Analysis

---

**DynaCAD Enterprise XP**
Building on the foundation of the Enterprise SP package, DynaCAD Enterprise XP upgrades users to a high-performance, rackmount server configuration featuring key hardware attributes needed for the busiest of departments.

- Capable of handling up to eight concurrent users
- Includes six RAID 5 hard drives for large data storage
- Full redundancy of hardware components such as power supplies, hard drives, fans and more

---

QuickClick Segmentation for Breast
**Integral Breast Workspace**
Create the ultimate breast system by augmenting your DynaCAD Enterprise SP or XP with the addition of Integral Breast Workspace. With Mammography, Ultrasound, MRI and DynaCAD components, Invivo offers a single workspot for multi-modality breast review. The Integral Breast addresses the need for integrated image and information management and takes it a step further by seamlessly interfacing advanced processing capabilities for Digital Mammography, Ultrasound and MR.

- Smooth, fast review of images, analysis and patient information across Mammography, Ultrasound and MR modalities
- Current/Prior image hangings and reports automatically displayed in the same workspot
- A single, integrated system that supports BI-RADS® reporting for all three modalities
- Consistent reporting to other disciplines across the hospital system
- Single Patient Worklist eliminates the need to re-select patients and run between systems
- Streamlined mammography viewing with automatic breast alignment
- Access to all patient data for Digital Mammography, Ultrasound and MR from a single worklist
- Advanced tools and full diagnostic resolution for the review of all three modalities
- Can accommodate up to three Integral Breast workspots for high volume institution
For more information about DynaCAD or any of the Complete Solution products from Invivo, please call us at 1-800-331-3220, or visit our website at www.invivocorp.com

1 Client must meet minimal hardware/software requirements
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